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ABSTRACT: Shape and size of nanoparticles are fundamental structural properties
that govern the development of novel surface-related applications. Traditionally
external agents such as surfactants, reducing agents, or stabilizers have been used for
enforcing preferential growth orientation, size, and shape to develop tailor-made
nanoparticles. However, these external agents cover the pristine surface of the
particle and invariably reduce the surface activity. Here, we introduce a surfactantfree, single-step electrochemical method to control the shape of air-stable FeNi alloy
nanoparticles. Using glancing-incidence X-ray diﬀraction, we further demonstrate
that the shape evolution of nanoparticles from concave cube to truncated sphere
occurs concurrently with the phase transformation from bcc to fcc. This shape
evolution can be achieved by ﬁne-tuning a single parameter, the ratio of reactant
concentrations (i.e., [Ni2+]/[Fe2+]). Addition of Ni2+ to the Fe2+ electrolyte changes
the nucleation mechanism from progressive growth for pure Fe2+ electrolyte to
instantaneous growth for mixed Fe2+/Ni2+ electrolyte, which leads to a remarkably
narrow size distribution and very uniform dispersion on the Si substrate. Depth-proﬁling X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and
energy-dispersive X-ray analysis by both transmission electron microscopy and scanning electron microscopy for nanoparticles at
diﬀerent growth stages reveal alloy formation and preferential deposition of Fe during initial growth that results in a quasi-core−
shell structure. We also observe the in-situ formation of a very thin Ni-doped FeOOH outer layer and NiFe2O4 intermediate
layer on the skin of the nanoparticles, which passivates the surface and dramatically enhances the air stability. The present work
provides a unique example of shape-controlled bimetallic nanostructures and oﬀers insights into growth modiﬁcation of a host
metal structure by a guest metal.
temperature (above 300 °C) in the presence of surfactants.15
Although surfactants could also stabilize the dispersion of NPs
and prevent their aggregation, the presence of bulky or strongly
binding surfactants around the NPs often aﬀects the properties
of the NPs, sometimes in an undesirable way. In dry synthesis
methods, such as arc discharge,16 hydrogen plasma reaction,17
and reduction of FeCl2 and NiCl2 vapors in the presence of
H2,18 the spherical NPs or powders so obtained often
agglomerate into clusters or chains due to their magnetic
interactions. This makes the study and application of uniformly
dispersed, individually separated NPs challenging. Besides these
diﬃculties in the synthesis of FeNi alloy nanoparticles with
desirable shape, size, and spatial distribution, the easy oxidation
of these NPs in air is a serious problem. Air stability is one of
the greatest challenges in the synthesis and applications of
magnetic metals (Fe-based materials) and it becomes more
serious when it comes to the nanoregime because the metallic
nanoparticles have a great aﬃnity to oxygen and immediately
oxidize in air even at room temperature. Since the magnetic
properties change (usually reduce) with oxidation of these

1. INTRODUCTION
Development of bimetallic or trimetallic nanostructured
materials, particularly alloy or core−shell nanoparticles (NPs),
has attracted much recent attention because of their novel
catalytic,1,2 magnetic,3−5 and optical properties,6,7 which could
be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from those of their constituent singlemetallic materials. The “alloy” properties of these nanoalloys
are found to depend not only on their relative compositions
and crystal structures but also on their sizes and shapes.8 Driven
by the need for low-cost soft magnets,9,10 catalysts,11 and
biosensors,12 the study of bimetallic and trimetallic Fe-based
nanoparticles (e.g., FeNi, FeCo, FeCoNi, and FeNiZn) has
become a very important research area. As one of the most
widely used magnetic materials, FeNi alloys have been
synthesized by a variety of methods that usually produce
spherical NPs over a large size range (10−500 nm). In wet
chemical methods conducted at room temperature, amorphous
alloy NPs can be obtained by reverse micelles synthesis and
microemulsion process,13 while crystalline NPs can be
produced in various aqueous and nonaqueous media by
borohydride reduction and hydrazine reduction of Fe and Ni
inorganic salts.14 However, it is very diﬃcult to obtain a narrow
size distribution of NPs with these room-temperature methods,
making it necessary to perform the synthesis at a higher
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VG Scientiﬁc ESCALab 250 microprobe with a monochromatic
Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV), operated with a typical energy
resolution of 0.4−0.5 full width at half-maximum.

magnetic nanoparticles, there is a growing interest in
developing new ways to keep them stable in air. This further
complicates the synthesis methods with the need for an
additional surface passivation step including coating with metal
oxides19,20 or encapsulation in polymers,21 carbon nanotubes,22
and silica shell.23 To date, only a few shape-controlled alloy
NPs, mostly platinum metal alloys, have been made by using
capping reagents, surfactants, diols, or gas reducing agents.24
Furthermore, despite the large number of studies on the role of
alloy component in modifying the structural and other
properties of alloy NPs, there is no report on the role of the
second metal in the shape evolution of alloy NPs. In the
present work, we develop a surfactant-free, single-step,
electrochemical deposition (ECD) technique to synthesize
air-stable FeNi alloy NPs with diﬀerent shapes, for the ﬁrst
time, with a narrow size distribution uniformly dispersed on a
Si substrate at room temperature. We further demonstrate that
the shape evolution of these NPs from Fe-rich concave cube to
Ni-rich truncated sphere is correlated with their concurrent
phase transformation from bcc (pure Fe phase) to fcc (pure Ni
phase). Since the spatial uniformity and size distribution of
these NPs deposited on the substrate depend on the type of
nucleation (i.e., progressive or instantaneous), we show that the
introduction of Ni2+ to the Fe2+ electrolyte can be used to
change the type of nucleation from progressive to instantaneous, resulting in uniform deposition. As a side beneﬁt of the
present preparation method, formation of Ni-doped Fe oxides
on top of the NPs in situ also passivates the surfaces and results
in remarkably air-stable NPs.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Nanoparticles are deposited on a H-terminated Si(100)
substrate by amperometry potentiostatically at −1.4 V vs Ag/
AgCl in a three-electrode cell. The electrolyte is made up of
FeCl2 and NiCl2 solutions of diﬀerent concentrations, with 200
mM boric acid as the supporting electrolyte. Two series of coECD experiments are performed by varying one of the MCl2
concentrations (M = Fe or Ni) while keeping the other
concentration ﬁxed at 5 mM. Figure 1 compares the SEM

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
FeNi alloy NPs are prepared by ECD on a H-terminated
Si(100) substrate in a three-electrode cell workstation (CH
Instruments 660A). Silicon chips (15 × 2.5 mm2, 0.4 mm
thick), precut from a Si(100) wafer (p-type, B-doped, with a
resistivity of 0.01−0.02 Ω·cm), cleaned using the RCA method,
and H-terminated by dipping in an aqueous HF (2%) solution,
are used as the working electrode. A standard Ag/AgCl
electrode is used as the reference while a Pt wire is used as the
counter electrode. The electrolyte consists of diﬀerent
concentrations of Fe2+ and Ni2+ solutions prepared by
dissolving FeCl2·6H2O and NiCl2·6H2O salts (Aldrich, 99%)
in doubly distilled water, with a 200 mM H3BO3 solution used
as a supporting electrolyte. In a freshly prepared deoxygenated
electrolyte solution, ECD is obtained by amperometry for an
appropriate deposition time potentiostatically at −1.4 V vs Ag/
AgCl, at which potential Fe2+ and Ni2+ are reduced to their
respective metals. Deposition potential −1.4 V (vsAg/AgCl) is
chosen as the optimum potential because −1.2 V results in an
inhomogeneous deposition and −1.6 V produces excessive
hydrogen evolution. The surface morphology of the NPs so
prepared is characterized by ﬁeld-emission scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) in a LEO FE-SEM 1530 microscope.
Crystal structures are determined by glancing-incidence X-ray
diﬀraction (GIXRD) in a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD
diﬀractometr with Cu Kα (1.542 Å) radiation at an incidence
angle of 0.5°. These data are correlated with the local
nanostructures and elemental compositions determined by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in a JEOL 2010F
STEM and FEI Tecnai F20 TEM systems, both operating at
200 kV. Chemical-state compositions of the nanoalloys are
analyzed as a function of Ar ion sputtering time by depthproﬁling X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) in a Thermo-

Figure 1. SEM images of FeNi alloy nanoparticles electrodeposited on
a H−Si(100) substrate at −1.4 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 20 s in diﬀerent
FeX:NiY solutions, where X and Y correspond to the concentrations in
mM of FeCl2 and NiCl2, respectively. Center bottom panel presents
the corresponding particle size distributions for Fe10:Ni5 and
Fe5:Ni10. Right panel shows the high-magniﬁcation SEM images of
FeNi alloy NPs for Ni at. % (as determined by EDX) of 0% (Fe35),
11% (Fe30:Ni5), 22% (Fe15:Ni5), 31% (Fe10:Ni5), 47% (Fe5:Ni5),
64% (Fe5:Ni10), and 73% (Fe5:Ni15).

images of pristine Fe and Ni NPs, prepared by separate ECD in
35 mM of their respective chloride solutions, with those of
FeNi alloy NPs prepared by co-ECD for 20 s. Each electrolyte
is designated by FeX:NiY, where X and Y correspond to the
concentrations (in mM) of FeCl2 and NiCl2 solutions,
respectively. The corresponding Ni at. % and the respective
Ni mole fraction of the electrolyte are summarized in Table 1.
For ECD in Fe35, cubic Fe NPs are observed together with
bigger NP clusters with a broad size distribution, which
suggests progressive nucleation in the growth mechanism of
these Fe NPs. By introducing Ni2+ as a second component into
the Fe2+ solution, the average size of the cubic NPs in the
Fe30:Ni5 solution becomes larger but with reduced clustering
(Figure 1, left column; Table 1). This shows that the nucleation
has changed from a progressive to instantaneous mechanism
(Supporting Information, Figure S1), which results in uniform
deposition and a narrow size distribution. By keeping the NiCl2
concentration constant at 5 mM while reducing the FeCl2
concentration, the average size of the cubic NPs has decreased
with the corresponding size distribution becoming notably
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Table 1. Atomic Percentage of Ni Obtained by EDX, Average Size, Phase Combination and Lattice Constants Deduced by XRD
for FeNi Alloy NPs Obtained from FeX:NiY Electrolytes (with the Corresponding Ni Mole Fraction)a
FeX:NiY (X, Y in mM)

Ni mole fraction (%) in electrolyte

Fe35
Fe30:Ni5
Fe15:Ni5
Fe10:Ni5
Fe5:Ni5
Fe5:Ni10
Fe5:Ni15
Fe5:Ni30
Ni35

0
14
25
33
50
67
75
86
100

Ni content (at. %) obtained by EDX average size (nm)
0
11
22
31
47
64
73
81
100

56 with clusters
78 ± 8
70 ± 5
63 ± 3
62 ± 2
58 ± 2
93 ± 5
100 ± 6
163 ± 7

phaseb

lattice constant
(Å)

bcc
bcc
76% bcc + 24% fcc
61% bcc + 39% fcc
43% bcc + 57% fcc
fcc
fcc
fcc
fcc

2.864
2.866
2.867, 3.583
2.867, 3.587
2.866, 3.572
3.544
3.539
3.529
3.525

a

Pure Fe (Fe35) and Ni (Ni35) nanoparticles are included as references. bFor nanoalloy with a mixture of two phases, the relative amounts for bcc
and fcc phases are obtained by using a nonlinear least-squares optimization peak-ﬁtting software.

The region of 2θ = 50°−60° contains mainly diﬀraction
features of the Si(100) substrate and is therefore not shown
(Figure 2). For NPs obtained with the Fe30:Ni5 electrolyte, the

narrower. On the other hand, ECD in Ni35 produces more
uniform deposition of considerably larger spherical NPs and a
narrower size distribution, which suggests an instantaneous
growth mechanism. By introducing Fe2+ as a second
component into the Ni2+ solution, the average size of the
spherical NPs becomes notably smaller (Figure 1, center
column; Table 1). As the electrolyte becomes Ni-rich, the
morphology changes to truncated sphere. The distorted
nanospheres become more and more faceted, along with
emergence of some truncated cubes, truncated octahedron, and
other distorted cubes, as the Ni2+ concentration approaches the
Fe2+ concentration. The corresponding size distribution plots
for NPs obtained from Fe10:Ni5 and Fe5:Ni10 solutions are
shown in Figure 1. The size distribution of the concave cubic
samples (e.g., Fe10:Ni5) is found to be narrower than that of
the truncated spherical samples (e.g., Fe5:Ni10) (Figure 1,
bottom center), which is likely due to the well-deﬁned shape of
the nanocubes.
The high-magniﬁcation SEM images, shown in Figure 1
(right panel), illustrate the shape evolution of FeNi nanoalloys
with increasing Ni content. When the concentration of Fe2+ is
more than that of Ni2+ in the electrolyte, the dominant shape
follows the cubic shape of the pristine Fe NP. Adding Ni atoms
into the Fe host system changes the regular cubic shape to
concave cubic, which is more obvious at 31 at. % Ni
(Fe10:Ni5). As the relative Ni2+ electrolyte concentration
increases, the edges of the nanocubes appear to have an
increasing concave curvature, giving rise to pointy corners
without introducing new spherical shape characteristic of the Ni
NPs. For the electrolyte with equal Fe 2+ and Ni 2+
concentrations (Fe5:Ni5), an indentation at the center of a
cubic face is clearly observed (Figure 1, right column). As the
electrolyte becomes Ni-rich, the morphology changes to
truncated spherical, following the spherical morphology of
the pristine Ni NP, and the presence of Fe introduces facets
into the spherical shape.
Although phase transformation from bcc to fcc as a function
of Ni atomic content has been observed in FeNi bulk alloys25,26
and ultraﬁne FeNi particles,17,18 the connection between this
phase transformation and the shape of NPs remains unclear.
We investigate the shape evolution of FeNi alloy NPs from
concave cubic to truncated spherical with increasing Ni atomic
content by glancing-incidence XRD for FeNi alloy NPs
obtained by co-ECD in diﬀerent electrolytes. No diﬀraction
patterns of pure metallic Fe or Ni (and their oxides) are
observed, which indicates the absence of segregated metal NPs.

Figure 2. Glancing-incidence XRD patterns of FeNi alloy nanoparticles electrodeposited on a H−Si(100) substrate at −1.4 V (vs Ag/
AgCl) for 20 s in diﬀerent FeX:NiY solutions, where X and Y
correspond to the concentrations of FeCl2 and NiCl2 in mM,
respectively.

most intense diﬀraction peak, (110), is shifted to a lower 2θ
value, indicating lattice expansion as a result of alloy formation
in the bcc phase region of the FeNi alloy phase diagram.27
Increasing the relative Ni content to 22 at. % with Fe15:Ni5
(Table 1) introduces a new set of features corresponding to the
fcc phase of the FeNi alloy. With further increase in the relative
Ni content to 31 at. % (Fe10:Ni5) and 47 at. % (Fe5:Ni5), the
diﬀraction features for the fcc alloy phase are found to shift to a
higher 2θ value, which indicates lattice contraction due to the
gradual inclusion of the smaller “guest” Ni atoms into the lattice
of the larger “host” Fe atoms. The increase in the relative Ni
content also appears to reduce the intensities of the bcc
diﬀraction peaks without aﬀecting their 2θ locations (Figure 2).
For NPs obtained with the Fe5:Ni5 electrolyte, the fcc alloy
phase becomes more dominant than the bcc alloy phase, with
the (111) feature of the fcc phase becoming the most
prominent while the diﬀraction features for the bcc phase
greatly diminished in intensity. Further increase in the Ni
content from 47 at. % (Fe5:Ni5) to 64 at. % (Fe5:Ni10), 73 at.
% (Fe5:Ni15), and 81 at. % (Fe5:Ni30) (Table 1) produces a
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single set of diﬀraction features corresponding to the fcc phase
of FeNi alloy. These features are also found to be shifting
toward a higher 2θ, converging to the diﬀraction pattern of the
Ni fcc phase (Ni35). Concave cubic structures are formed when
the fcc unit cells are introduced as the guest to the main bcc
host phase (from Fe15:Ni5 to Fe5:Ni5). When the phase
transition from bcc to fcc is complete (Fe5:Ni10), the ﬁnal
shape of NPs is found to switch from concave cubic to
truncated spherical. Of particular interest is that the concave
cubic shape becomes most obvious (Figure 1, right panel),
when the relative concentrations of Fe and Ni are the same in
the electrolyte (Fe5:Ni5) and the amounts of bcc and fcc
phases are almost equal (Table 1, Figure 2). The deep
indentations in the concave faces of NPs obtained from
Fe5:Ni5 have become ﬁlled in, converting the NPs to more
spherical, as the Ni content increases into the Ni-rich regime
(Figure 1, right panel). XRD patterns of the NPs obtained in
diﬀerent stages of the growth (i.e., with diﬀerent deposition
times) from Fe5:Ni5 show the initial formation of bcc phase
and the subsequent growth of the fcc unit cells in the bcc host
lattice (Supporting Information, Figure S2), which lead to the
concave cubic shape similar to that found for the Fe-rich alloy
NPs. It therefore conﬁrms that even when both phases are
present in equal amounts, the ﬁnal shape of NPs is governed by
the Fe host crystal structure.
To conﬁrm alloy formation and the absence of segregated Fe
or Ni NPs or domains inside the NPs, we collect XPS spectra of
Fe 2p and Ni 2p regions as a function of sputtering depth. To
identify the peak locations and the corresponding chemical
shifts, we have ﬁtted the spectra with Gaussian−Lorentzian line
shapes using the CasaXPS program, after appropriate
correction with the Shirley background. To remove the
carbonaceous layer commonly found due to sample handling
in air, we perform Ar sputtering of the as-prepared samples for
10 s. The resulting chemical-state compositions for typical FeNi
alloy concave nanocubes and truncated nanospheres are
compared with those for pure Fe and Ni NPs in Figure 3
(also after 10 s of sputtering), respectively. Compared to the
pristine Ni NPs, the Ni 2p3/2 peaks at 852.9 eV has a discernible
shift of 0.3 eV toward higher binding energies for alloy
nanocubes, while no obvious diﬀerences in the Fe 2p3/2 peak
position from the pristine Fe NPs is observed (Figure 3a,b). On
the other hand, for the FeNi nanospheres, the metallic Fe 2p3/2
peak exhibits a 0.3 eV binding energy shift to a higher binding
energy and the Ni 2p3/2 peak location does not change (Figure
3e,f). The peaks at 855.6 and 709.6 eV are related to the Ni and
Fe oxides, respectively, in a thin oxide shell of the alloy NP,
which are removed completely after 190 s sputtering.
Continued sputtering to 1030 s for both nanocubes and
nanospheres reduces the metallic Fe and Ni features, with the
emergence of a new Fe 2p3/2 feature at 707.2 eV and a new Ni
2p3/2 feature at 853.6 eV attributable to Fe silicide and Ni
silicide, respectively.28,29 It should be noted that the Si 2p peak
remains unchanged at 99.4 eV because of the overwhelming
contribution from bulk silicon (not shown). The broad peak at
712.2 eV found after 70 s of sputtering and remained up to
1390 s of sputtering in FeNi nanospheres (Figure 3f)
corresponds to the Ni L3M23M45 Auger transition.28 The
presence of detectable Ni Auger feature for the FeNi
nanospheres and not the FeNi nanocubes conﬁrms the higher
Ni content in the former.
According to the charge transfer theory for transition metal
alloys,30 we calculate the partial charge transfers, ΔZA, for Fe

Figure 3. XPS spectra of (a, e) Ni 2p, (b, f) Fe 2p, (c, g) O 1s, and (d,
h) valence band (VB) regions for FeNi alloy nanocubes aselectrodeposited on H−Si(100) in Fe10:Ni5 (upper panels) and
nanospheres obtained in Fe5:Ni10 electrolyte (lower panels) and
upon sputtering for 10, 70, 190, 430, 1390, 1870, and 2830 s. The
corresponding Ni 2p (a, e) and VB spectra (h) for pristine Ni
nanoparticles obtained in Ni35 and Fe 2p (b, f) and VB spectra (d) for
pristine Fe nanoparticles obtained in Fe35 are also shown for
comparison.

(Ni) to be 0.17 (0.34) per atom in the nanocubes and 0.34
(0.17) per atom in the nanospheres using the relation
ΔZA = 1.2(1 − CA )Δφ*

where Δφ* is the diﬀerence in electronegativities of the metals
and CA is the concentration of metal A. The smaller partial
charge transfers for Fe 2p (Ni 2p) in Fe-rich (Ni-rich) alloy
NPs also explain the lack of discernible binding energy shift in
XPS spectra. The lack of a discernible binding energy shift for
Fe in the nanocubes and for Ni in the nanospheres could be
due to the weak electron transfer and/or to the strong
photopeak from the majority metal in the nanocubes (Fe) and
nanospheres (Ni), respectively, that overwhelms any weak
feature corresponding to the alloy peak.
The O 1s feature at 530.0 eV (Figure 3c) corresponds to O2−
species, which includes very close-lying FeO, NiO, and/or
NiFe2O4 features.31,32 Similarly, the feature at 531.5 eV
corresponds to OH−, which is due to contributions of Ni(OH)2
and/or FeOOH.31,33 The remaining O 1s feature at 532.4 eV
can be assigned primarily to SiOx from the bare substrate region
not covered by NPs. The O 1s features are reduced
dramatically (by over 60%) upon just 70 s of sputtering and
more gradually upon further sputtering, which conﬁrms the
removal of the thin oxide skin on the nanocubes and
subsequent SiOx removal on the rest of the substrate. In
particular, the O 1s feature at 531.5 eV is found to be removed
ﬁrst, and this is followed by the depletion of feature at 530.0 eV.
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This implies the possibility of two oxide region with diﬀerent
composition.
In the valence band spectra for the as-deposited FeNi
concave nanocubes (Figure 3d) and truncated nanospheres
(Figure 3h), the electron density of states is found to be
broadly distributed between 0 and 4 eV, with signiﬁcant
intensity at the Fermi level characteristic of a metal. The
valence band maximum for FeNi nanocubes (Figure 3d)
located at 1.2 eV is 0.2 eV higher than that for pristine Fe NPs
(Figure 3d, bottom trace), which is in good accord with the
spectrum of invar FeNi alloy.34 The valence band spectra of the
FeNi nanospheres (Figure 3h) exhibit a sharper density of
states distribution than nanocubes (Figure 3d) and more
closely resemble that of the pristine Ni NPs (Figure 3h, bottom
trace). There is no discernible shift for the valence band
maximum for the as-deposited nanospheres and upon
sputtering for 430 s. Sputtering nanocubes and nanospheres
for 1390 s exposes the feature at 2.6 eV, which can be attributed
to the hybridized Fe 3d−Si 2p or Ni 3d−Si 3p states,35 similar
to the M−Si 3s features (M = Ni, Co) reported by Tersoﬀ.36
The strong peak at 9.1 eV that becomes more intense with
increasing sputtering time corresponds to Ar 3p feature of
implanted Ar as a result of sputtering.
Figures 4a and 4b show the corresponding depth proﬁles for
Fe 2p3/2 peaks for the alloy at 706.7 and 707.0 eV and Fesilicide at 707.2 eV, the Ni 2p3/2 peaks for the alloy at 852.6 and
852.9 eV and Ni-silicide at 853.6 eV, and the O 1s peaks for all
oxides at 530.0 and 531.5 eV for the nanocubes and
nanospheres, respectively. For nanocubes (Figure 4a), the
metal silicide features begin to emerge upon sputtering for
∼1000 s, which marks the interface between the NP and the Si
substrate. On the other hand, the metal oxide features are
found to be removed rapidly after brief initial sputtering for 70
s and completely removed after 430 s of sputtering, indicating a
thin oxide shell. In between the oxide shell and the NP−Si
interface, we identify the alloy core region, in which the Fe alloy
proﬁle is higher than the Ni alloy proﬁle due to the higher Fe
content in the Fe10:Ni5 electrolyte. More importantly, the
relative intensities of the Fe and Ni alloy features are found to
be changing gradually inside this alloy core region, which
suggests the presence of a Fe relative composition gradient
increasing toward the interface. For the nanospheres (Figure
4b), the Ni silicide feature emerges after 900 s of sputtering
while the weaker Fe silicide feature occurs after ∼1800 s. The
oxide features are found to be totally removed after just 190 s of
sputtering. These trends indicate the presence of a similar metal
silicide region and a metal oxide shell region. Furthermore, a
metal alloy core region is also observed, with the Ni alloy
proﬁle lying higher than the Fe alloy proﬁle due to the higher
Ni content resulting from deposition in the Fe5:Ni10
electrolyte. Interestingly, the weaker Fe alloy proﬁle is found
to cross over the stronger Ni alloy proﬁle at ∼1000 s of
sputtering. Despite the Ni-rich composition of the alloy
nanospheres, the gradual change in the relative composition
of Fe in the alloy core region leads to a higher Fe alloy
composition at the NP−Si interface. This suggests a faster Fe
nucleation than Ni nucleation, leading to a Fe-rich nucleus,
during the initial stage of alloy NP formation.
TEM-EDX line scans across a typical nanocube (Figure 4c)
and a nanosphere (Figure 4d) also conﬁrm the corresponding
XPS depth proﬁles shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The similarity
between the XPS depth proﬁle and the corresponding TEMEDX proﬁle shows that both the nanocubes (Figure 4a,c) and

Figure 4. Depth proﬁles of Fe 2p3/2 features for alloy at 706.7 and
707.0 eV and Fe silicides at 707.2 eV and Ni 2p3/2 features for alloy at
852.6 and 852.9 eV and Ni silicides at 853.6 eV for (a) FeNi alloy
concave nanocubes obtained from a Fe10:Ni5 electrolyte and (b)
FeNi alloy truncated nanospheres obtained from a Fe5:Ni10
electrolyte. (c) and (d) show EDX line scans and EDX-TEM crosssectional mapping of a typical concave nanocube and nanosphere.
Schematic models of (e) a FeNi nanocube and (f) a FeNi nanosphere
as inferred from depth-proﬁling XPS and TEM data. Both FeNi alloy
cores are also covered by an oxide shell (consisting of Ni-doped
FeOOH and NiFe2O4) supported on the Si substrate with a metal
silicide (MxSi) interface.

nanospheres (Figure 4b,d) are highly homogeneous in
composition. From both XPS depth proﬁling and TEM-EDX
line scans, it can be observed that despite the diﬀerence in
shape, both nanocubes and nanospheres exhibit an alloy−core
oxide−shell structure. Depending on the electrolyte composition, the alloy core can be either Fe-rich or Ni-rich at the core
region with a gradual composition change extending into the
Fe-rich nucleus. From the O 1s depth proﬁle, we estimate the
thickness of the oxide shell to be 5.3 nm, using the sputtering
rate of 0.74 nm/min obtained for this sample determined by
proﬁlometry. This thickness is found to be in good agreement
with the thickness (∼6 nm) obtained from a line scan of the
corresponding TEM-EDX data (not shown). Schematic
diagrams illustrating the respective compositions of the FeNi
alloy nanocube and nanosphere are presented in Figures 4e and
4f.
To investigate the nature of the oxide shell, we show in
Figure 5a the Fe 2p3/2 and Ni 2p3/2 spectra for the FeNi
concave nanocubes as-prepared from a Fe10:Ni5 electrolyte
and upon Ar+ sputtering for 10 and 40 s. The Fe 2p3/2 peak at
710.3 eV can be attributed to FeOOH, in accord with the 710.7
eV position found in our reference sample (not shown) and the
literature.31 The small diﬀerence could be due to Ni
incorporation in the oxide shell and is consistent with the Ni
2p3/2 oxide peak at 855.6 eV. As the electrolytes consist of
FeCl2 and NiCl2, and given the formation of β-FeOOH in the
chloride solution,37 Ni2+ could be doped into the β-FeOOH
structure in the presence of Cl−.38 After sputtering for 40 s, the
Fe 2p3/2 peak (at 710.3 eV) is found to shift to a lower binding
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loops is found to decrease only by just 0.8% in the concave
nanocubes and 1.2% in the truncated nanospheres, which are
within the experimental uncertainty of the measurement.
Therefore, there is eﬀectively no change in the magnetization
saturation. Similarly, almost no change in coercivity of both
concave nanocubes and truncated nanospheres is observed.
These data demonstrate that eﬀectively no metallic part of NPs
has been converted to oxide. All of these data therefore support
the remarkable air stability of these NPs (Figure 5b). The
presence of Ni-incorporated FeOOH, along with the denser
intermediate layer of NiFe2O4, on the NPs inhibits corrosion of
NPs in air, which is in good agreement with the anticorrosive
properties of Ni-doped FeOOH and of the NiFe2O4 protective
layer in steel alloys.38,40

4. CONCLUSION
In the present work, near-monosized FeNi alloy NPs are
obtained by a single-step co-electrodeposition method with a
good control on shape, structure, and composition. By
changing the Fe:Ni ratio, we can obtain diﬀerent compositions
and diﬀerent shapes from concave cubic Fe-rich alloy NPs to
truncated spherical Ni-rich alloy NPs. In the initial growth
stage, FeNi alloy NPs follow instantaneous nucleation, in
contrast to pristine Fe NPs that follow the progressive
nucleation. This leads to a very narrow size distribution and
prevents clustering in the NPs growth. We study the eﬀect of
addition of a second metal to a host metal lattice on changing
the ﬁnal shape of the resulting bimetallic NP system and
demonstrate the important role of phase transformation in the
shape evolution of FeNi NPs from concave cubic to truncated
spherical shape. XPS depth proﬁling and elemental TEM-EDX
line scan show Fe-rich nucleus for both nanocubes and
nanospheres and a composition gradient inside the NPs where
Fe content is gradually decreasing from the Si interface toward
the oxide surface that modiﬁes the surface function. Depending
on the electrolyte composition, the alloy NP can be either Ferich or Ni-rich in the core region. A thin protective oxide layer
consisting of a Ni-doped FeOOH outer layer and NiFe2O4
intermediate layer can be obtained in situ over the entire
metallic core, which provides eﬀective corrosion protection. We
have successfully extended our present co-electrodeposition
method as a general approach to synthesize other nanoalloy
materials, including concave cubic FeCo, tetragonal and
hexagonal FeZn, and truncated spherical NiCo NPs. This
study provides new insight into the use of guest metal in a host
system as a parameter to control the shape of bimetallic or alloy
nanoparticles.

Figure 5. (a) Fe 2p3/2 and Ni 2p3/2 spectra for the as-prepared
nanoparticles from Fe10:Ni5 electrolyte and sputtered by Ar+ for 10
and 40 s. (b) Magnetization hysteresis loops measured at room
temperature and coercivity (inset) for samples as-prepared from
Fe10:Ni5 and Fe5:Ni10 electrolytes (solid lines) and upon exposure
to the humid air (80% relative humidity) for 60 days (dashed line).

energy with appearance of a small shoulder, revealing the
presence of an intermediate oxide layer attributable to
NiFe2O4.39 Formation of an intermediate NiFe2O4 layer has
also been observed in the steel alloys.40 The oxide shell
therefore consists of Ni-doped FeOOH in the outer shell and
NiFe2O4 in the inner shell. The growth mechanism of the oxide
shell is given in the Supporting Information.
One of the great challenges in synthesis of magnetic
materials, such as Fe, Ni, and Co and their alloys, particularly
in the nanoscale, is their very high air activity and easy
oxidization. To protect the metallic nanoparticles from
oxidation, an additional step of coating the NP with
transition-metal oxides19,20 or encapsulation in polymers,21
carbon nanotubes,22 and silica shell23 is often required. In the
present work, the oxide layer formed in situ on the FeNi NPs in
the co-ECD eliminates such an extra step. From their
corresponding TEM-EDX line scans and XPS depth-proﬁle
data, we estimate this oxide layer to be 6 nm thick for concave
nanocubes and ∼5 nm thick for truncated nanospheres, with
the majority of the NPs (∼95 vol %) remaining as metallic. To
evaluate the resistance of these NPs to oxidation in air, the
samples were placed in an air environment with 80% relative
humidity at room temperature for 60 days. No diﬀraction peak
attributable to oxides in XRD and less than 5% increase in the
amount of oxygen in EDX are observed for both NPs. More
precisely, the change in magnetization saturation and coercivity
of nanoparticles can show the change in the amount of the
metallic part and changes in the nature of the material. We have
used this technique to investigate if any further oxidation occurs
after keeping the nanoparticles in air for a long time. The
magnetization saturation obtained from SQUID hysteresis
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